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Alphacool Eisblock GPX-N
Acetal Nvidia Geforce RTX

2080

Special Price

$25.99 was

$138.50

Product Images

Short Description

The world-renowned manufacturer, Alphacool, offers the Eisblock GPX a very noble and high-quality full
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cover water cooler for your graphics card. The Eisblock GPX is available in two versions; An eye-catching
version with a plexiglass window with RGB lighting to really show off or a simple but elegant version made of
acetal.

Description

The world-renowned manufacturer, Alphacool, offers the Eisblock GPX a very noble and high-quality full
cover water cooler for your graphics card. The Eisblock GPX is available in two versions; An eye-catching
version with a plexiglass window with RGB lighting to really show off or a simple but elegant version made of
acetal.

Both coolers are based on an identical copper heat sink, which is completely nickel-plated. The surface area
where the water flows is very large, so that all components that give off heat are actively cooled with water
which increases performance. The 35 fins of the cooler are only 0.6 mm thick and cover even large GPUs
completely. The large cooling surface is also ideal for graphics cards with HBM memory.

The optical highlight of the Plexi variant, besides the very large window, of course also the complete and
integrated RGB lighting. This is compatible with ASUS Aurora Sync, Biostar VIVID LED DJ, Gigabyte RGB Fusion
or MSI Mystic. But pay attention to the connection on your mainboard. You may need a Male-to-Female
adapter for some motherboards.

With the Alphacool EisBlock GPX full cover water cooler for your graphics card you get a high-quality cooler
with excellent cooling performance. You have the choice between a simple but noble black acetal version or a
striking, wonderfully illuminated and chic plexi version with a large viewing window.

Specifications

Manufacturer: Alphacool

Top cover material: Plastic

Cooling plate material: Copper

Connector: 2x G1/4

Cooler model: Complete cooler

Hint: Compatible till 16/13mm straight, Compatible till 9/13mm angled

Hardware manufacturer: NVIDIA

SLI compatible: Yes

Compatibility

NVidia RTX 2080 FE
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Scope of Delivery

Alphacool Eisblock GPX-N Acetal Nvidia Geforce RTX 2080 M01
Backplate
Mounting material
Thermal pads
Thermal paste
SLI compatible module
2x screw plug

Additional Information

Brand Alphacool

SKU AC-11665-D

Weight 4.0000

Color Black

Vga NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2070/2080/2070 Super/2080
SUPER

Block GPU Type Nvidia

Block Style Copper-Acetal

Vendor SKU/EAN 4250197116657

Special Price $25.99


